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Abstract

We analyze the ambient and earthquake responses of a 64-story, instrumented, concrete core shear wall building in San Francisco, Calif. equipped with tuned sloshing liquid dampers (TSDs) and buckling restraining braces (BRBs). In an earlier paper, only ambient data were used to identify dynamic characteristics. Recently, the 72-channel instrumental array of the building recorded the 24 August 2014 Mw6.0 South Napa and three other earthquakes – allowing comparison of the dynamic characteristics using ambient and earthquake data. Peak accelerations of ambient and the larger South Napa EQ responses at the basement are 0.12 and 5.2 cm/s/s, respectively – a factor of ~42 and, at the 61st level, are 0.30 and 16.8 cm/s/s, respectively – a factor of ~56. Fundamental frequencies from spectral ratios for the NS (~0.3Hz), EW (0.27Hz) and torsional accelerations for the earthquake response vary within an insignificant frequency band of ~0.02-0.03 Hz as compared to those determined from ambient data. At the level of shaking, BRBs or TSDs are not effective enough to alter dynamic characteristics (frequency or damping). Under future stronger (e.g. design level) shaking of the building, the nonlinearities caused by actions of TSDs and BRBs can substantially shift the dynamic characteristics of the building.
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1. Introduction

The new 64-story unique landmark building in San Francisco, Calif, subject matter of this paper, equipped with a 72-channel seismic monitoring system, recorded its first four earthquake-related ground motions during 2014 (the Mw6.0 24 August 2014 South Napa earthquake, hereafter called South Napa EQ) and three other smaller magnitude earthquakes in 2015. Prior to, in between, and following these earthquakes, several sets of ambient response data from the array of accelerometers deployed throughout the building were acquired on demand.

The building was cooperatively instrumented by the California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) of California Geological Survey (CGS) and the Strong Motion Project of the U.S Geological Survey (USGS). Figure 1a shows a photo of the building and core-shear wall, with outrigger columns in one direction linked to the core by buckling restrained braces (BRBs). Figure 1b shows NS and EW vertical sections of the building displaying the levels where accelerometers are deployed. Both Figures 1a and 1b are adopted from www.strongmotioncenter.org (last visited 4 February 2016). For ease in following the rest of the paper, Figure 1c displays the numbering of accelerometer channels according to orientation and elevation (floor level) – essential to performing the analyses.

A comprehensive detailed description of the building, performance based seismic design (PBSD) information, acceleration response recording array and analyses of acquired ambient response data, before any earthquake recordings were available, have been presented by Çelebi et al. [1]. Summarizing only relevant information from that paper:

1) The 188.31 m (617.83 ft) tall building is a concrete core shear wall structure with an outrigger frame system and unique dynamic response modification features (such as two tuned sloshing liquid dampers [TSDs] and BRBs in EW direction that extend between 28th -32nd and 51st -55th floors). The thickness of the core shear walls are 32” (81.3cm) between the 1st (P4) level and 32nd level, 28” (71.12cm) up to the 55th level and 24”(61.0cm) above the 55th level. The wall-to-floor area percentages change from 2.4 to 3.9 %. Details of typical plans of several levels are shown in Figure 2 (also adopted from Çelebi et al. [1] and www.strongmotioncenter.org, last visited 27 January 2016).

2) It is the tallest building (188.3 m [617.83 ft]) in the United States designed that uses PBSD procedures.

3) The BRBs qualify the building to be the tallest PBSD in the world that uses BRBs. Also, it is the first building in California to have two TSDs.

4) The building sits on a 3.66 m (12 ft) mat foundation on San Francisco’s Rincon Hill– in very close proximity to the west (San Francisco-side) anchorage of the two suspension bridges of the Bay Bridge system.

5) The state-of-the-art, real-time recorder is capable of continuous streaming and has a buffer from which it is possible to retrieve select lengths of ambient and/or seismic response data.

Some of the significant findings reported in the 2013 study [1] are:

1. At low-amplitude ambient excitations, no effects of the BRBs or TSDs were observed in the responses.

2. At low-amplitude ambient shaking:
   a. The first modal frequencies computed using spectral analyses and system identification methods (e.g. NS [0.29Hz and 0.30 Hz], EW [0.28Hz and 0.27Hz] and Torsion [0.70Hz and 0.70 Hz], respectively) compare well.
   b. The first modal damping percentages obtained by system identification method are only: 0.9% (NS), 0.3-0.9%(EW) and 0.4% (Torsional). These are considered to be very low damping percentages but not abnormal for ambient data.

The recorded responses of the building to the South Napa EQ, at 48.1 km epicentral distance from the building, recorded by all 72 channels of its seismic monitoring array, are the largest to date. The largest peak accelerations [a(g)] at ground level and within the building were .005g and .021g (for CH36 at the 64th level), respectively. The largest displacement was 1.69 cm (CH36) [www.strongmotioncenter.org, last visited January 27, 2016]. The South Napa EQ acceleration amplitudes are approximately an order of magnitude larger than...
those of the 2015 Fremont earthquake (one of the other three earthquakes following South Napa EQ. - -- see event 4 in Table 1), which in turn are another order larger than the 2012 ambient data used in this study.

Fig. 1 - (a) Picture of the building and a model of its core skeleton with outrigger columns and attachment of BRBs to the core. (b) Vertical sections of the building showing locations of the accelerometers along the height of the building (www.stongmotioncenter.org, last visited January 28, 2016). Red and Green colors refer to channels installed by the CSMIP and USGS NSMP, respectively. (c) Table showing accelerometer channel information with H (m) above basement level.

Fig. 2 - Typical plan views exhibiting sensor locations (green and red arrows), general dimensions and the core shear wall and outrigger columns (www.stongmotioncenter.org, last visited July 29, 2012). Note the building north reference direction ($N_{ref}$), which is termed NS in this paper. The thickness of core shear wall is 32” between Levels 1 and 32, 28” between Level 32 and Level 55 and 24” between Level 55 and Level 64 (Roof).
The main objective of this paper is to study the South Napa EQ response records and those from three other earthquakes as well as pre-South Napa and post-South Napa ambient data sets of the building to compare the major dynamic characteristics identified from the earthquake records with ambient response data. The pre-South Napa ambient data were analysed to identify modes and associated frequencies and damping [1]. Not unexpectedly, the low-amplitude dynamic characteristics are considerably different than those used during design analyses of the building. Thus, the different acceleration levels of the earthquake and ambient responses provide an opportunity to more fully evaluate the dynamic characteristics of the building.

The analyses results serve as a baseline against which to compare future stronger shaking responses. It is documented that, in the next 30 years, there are 18% and 26% probabilities for occurrence of a Mw 6.7 or larger earthquake on the northern and southern sections of the Hayward faults, respectively (Field et al. [2] and pers. comm. D. Schwartz, 2015), which are located within 50 miles of the building. In addition, studies such as this one help to improve our understanding of the effectiveness of the response modification features at various levels of shaking, to evaluate the predictive capabilities of the design analysis tools, and to help improve similar designs in the future.

In this study, we use spectral analysis techniques (amplitude spectra and spectral ratios) and system identification methods to extract mode shapes and associated frequencies and damping, as described in Bendat and Piersol (1980) [3] and Ljung [4] and coded in the software, MATLAB [5]. Finite element model (FEM) analyses were not performed. Results from FEM analyses performed by the designers were reviewed in the previous study [1].

2.0 Data Description and Analyses

2.1 Data organization and significant characteristics

Since there were no nearby earthquake records available until the 24 August 2014 South Napa event, the analyses in the 2013 paper [1] were based only on ambient data acquired on demand from the buffer of the continuous streaming-capable recorder. A summary of the particulars of the eight sets of data used in this study is provided in Table 1.

Table 1 - Data sets used in this study (Building Coordinates: 37.7858N, 122.3921W), [d=epicentral distance (km), L=record length (s), sps= samples per second, D=hypocentral depth (km)] (Data from www.strongmotioncenter.org, last visited February 5, 2016 and NSMP Data Center at www.earthquake.usgs.gov).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>d  (km)</th>
<th>L  (s)</th>
<th>sps</th>
<th>D  (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e1</td>
<td>Pre-South Napa Ambient</td>
<td>6/04/2012</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2</td>
<td>South Napa EQ (Mw6.6)</td>
<td>8/24/2014</td>
<td>38.22N, 122.31W</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e3</td>
<td>Post-South Napa Ambient</td>
<td>12/12/2014</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e4</td>
<td>Fremont EQ. (Mw4.0)</td>
<td>7/21/2015</td>
<td>37.58N, 121.97W</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e5(2AM)</td>
<td>Post-Fremont Ambient</td>
<td>8/15/2015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e6(2PM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e7</td>
<td>Piedmont EQ (Mw4.0)</td>
<td>8/17/2015</td>
<td>37.84N, 122.23W</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e8</td>
<td>San Ramon EQ (Mw3.6)</td>
<td>10/19/2015</td>
<td>37.79N, 121.96W</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Time-history amplitude comparison of South Napa EQ with smaller response data

Sample relative amplitude time histories of one ambient (June 4, 2012) and two earthquake data sets (South Napa EQ and Fremont EQ) are shown in Figure 3. Each time history is plotted with a different vertical scale to compare the relative amplitudes of shaking. Clearly the recorded South Napa EQ
response is the strongest to date of this building. Additionally, the time-histories for the South Napa EQ display beating effects (addressed later in the paper).

Since there are considerable data acquired within the approximately four year period between 2012 and 2015, we organized our analyses as follows: (1) Only for the South Napa EQ data set, we (a) compare the amplitudes of NS, EW and torsional motions at the top floors and basement, (b) perform system identification analyses, (c) extract and plot mode shapes, (d) compute average drift ratios and (f) comment on beating effects. Such comparison is not repeated for other earthquake or ambient data sets. (2) For all eight data sets, we compute spectral ratios from amplitude spectra of accelerations at the roof with respect to that in the basement. (3) We compare and discuss the frequencies and damping percentages identified from earthquake and ambient data sets.

3.0 South Napa Earthquake Data and Analyses

Both of the ambient data sets as well as the South Napa event data set used in this study were retrieved from the buffer of the continuous streaming system. In this paper, we concentrate mainly on detailed study of the South Napa EQ data. Following that, we compare the significant dynamic characteristics with the pre and post-South Napa ambient data. In comparisons, we use only selected spectral ratios of the three excitations.

3.1 Comparison of South Napa EQ time-histories of accelerations at top levels with those at the basement

Figure 4 shows equiscaled (a) NS, (b) EW and (c) torsional acceleration time-history plots each for the 61st, 62nd and 1st levels. Thus, relative amplitudes in accelerations are displayed. Note the beating effect at the 61st and 62nd level accelerations in the NS and EW directions – mostly due to structural factors such as low damping, as identified later in the paper. There are significant differences between the 1st level and the 61st and 62nd level accelerations for the NS, EW and torsional directions.
3.2 System identification and mode extraction using South Napa earthquake data

System identification method N4Sid within MATLAB [5] is used to extract modal frequencies, modal critical damping percentages (ξ) and mode shapes for the South Napa EQ. Details of this method are not repeated herein as they are provided in many other publications, including Ljung [4], Van Overschee and De Moor [6] and Juang [7]. For the first 3 modes the extracted frequencies and damping are tabulated in Table 2. It is noted that critical damping percentages (ξ) for the largest shaking (South Napa earthquake) data set are consistently lower than 2.2% for the first NS, EW1 and torsional modes. When the EW2 direction is included, ξ exceeds 3% for two of the EW2 modes. EW1 and EW2 refer to line-up of EW oriented accelerometers as shown in Figures 1c and 2. The cases below 3% of critical damping are consistent with findings of analyses of data from other tall buildings (e.g. a tall building in Osaka from the M9 2011 Tohoku earthquake shaking [8]). This observation is important because during the design process and development of design response spectra, generally the smallest critical damping percentage used is 5%. Lowering the damping from 5% to 3 % can result in more conservative design.

Table 2 - Modal frequencies and modal damping percentages of the building extracted by system identification from South Napa EQ data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modal Frequencies (Hz)</th>
<th>Modal Damping ξ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 2</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mode shapes extracted are shown in Figure 5. Frequencies and damping for each mode are shown within each frame. The mode shapes are as can be expected and do not indicate abrupt changes due to the presence of the BRBs or slosh dampers. This means that these dynamic response modification features (BRBs and TSDs) did not alter the response to the point where we observe significant changes at these levels in the recorded input and output responses. This observation is reinforced by average drift ratios and mode shapes that do not indicate distinct variations, as shown below.

3.3 Drift Ratios

For the South Napa EQ response record, average drift ratios are computed from displacements and relative displacements as displayed in Figure 6: (i) displacements at basement, outriggers and the roof for NS and EW directions respectively in Figures 6a and 6b, (ii) relative displacements between roof and basement, higher and lower ends of each outrigger in Figures 6c and 6d,and (iii) average drift between roof and basement, higher and lower ends of each outrigger in Figures 6e and 6f. The largest average drift ratio is ~ 0.01% - a level expected not to cause damage to the building.
It is seen in Figures 6e and 6f that, when compared with overall average drift ratios, the average drift ratios for the floor levels between the top and lower outriggers where BRBs are installed are not significantly different. As in the mode shapes, this is an indication that, at the level of motions caused by South Napa EQ, the BRBs did not alter the dynamic characteristics of the building.

3.4 A Note on Beating Effects

Beating effects, observed in several building response records in the past, occur when translational and torsional frequencies are close to one another and the structural system has low damping [9-13]. Also, beating effects may be one of the reasons for elongated durations of “replenished” shaking when repetitively stored potential energy during coupled translational and torsional deformations turns into repetitive vibrational energy. Thus periodic, repeating and resonating motions ensue. The beating becomes severe if the system is lightly damped. The beating effect period (Tb) is computed using the relationship: Tb=2T1Tt/(T1-Tt) given by Boroschek and Mahin [10]. In this relationship, T1 and Tt are fundamental translational and torsional periods, respectively. In this case, if T1=3.45s (f1=0.29Hz, T1=1/f1=3.45s) and Tt=1.47s (f1=0.68Hz, Tt=1/.68), Tb is computed to be around 5 seconds, but visual observation (Figure 6) indicate much larger beating periods (~30-40s). It is possible that ~5s beating may occur during stronger shaking. Thus, we conclude that computed beating periods are not consistent with visually observed ones. Such differences are observed in other cases [13]. Nonetheless, the main point is that beating occurs in this building as evidenced by the South Napa records from continuous data. This is important to note as such beating effects prolong the responses and therefore increase the number of large and small cycles of responses. Even the increased number of smaller amplitude cycles could become important due to possible low-cycle fatigue that can result in nonlinear behaviour at joints.

4.0 Normalized Spectral Ratios (for all 8 events)

As summarized earlier in Table 1, the eight data sets from events e1-e8 include four earthquake and four ambient acceleration sets acquired over three years. All eight data sets are used to explore whether there are significant variations in frequencies of the building due to wide variations in amplitude of shaking between earthquake and ambient data sets. Large variations of frequencies may imply nonlinear behavior and/or also may indicate the
effect of dynamic response modification features (BRBs and TSDs) in shifting the frequencies. Two of the four ambient data sets were acquired in a 12-hour time frame on August 15, 2015 to further explore any presence of temporal variations of frequencies within one day. Normalized spectral ratios for all data sets are presented in Figure 7. Modal frequencies are extracted from the spectral ratios by peak picking.

![Graphs showing dynamic response modification features](image1)

**Fig. 6** - For NS and EW directions respectively in a and b, displacements at base, outriggers and the roof; in c and d, relative displacements between roof and basement, higher and lower ends of each outrigger, and in e and f, average drift between roof and basement, higher and lower ends of each outrigger.
Figure 7 shows spectral ratios of amplitude spectra (0-5Hz frequency band) computed using the 62nd and P4 (basement) level accelerations of the eight data sets and for each of the (a) NS [CH31/CH37], (c) EW [CH32/CH38] and (e) torsional [(CH32-CH33)/(CH38-CH6)] directions, respectively. Similarly, 0-2 Hz frequency band versions are provided in Figure 7 for (b) NS, (d) EW and (f) torsional directions, respectively.

These figures indicate that the frequencies identified from amplitude spectra and spectral ratios compare well, with no significant differences except those possibly caused by small errors in peak picking. Similarities without significant variations imply lack of nonlinearity due to (a) soil-structure interaction, (b) shaking not large enough to activate the BRBs and TSDs, and/or (c) other material nonlinearities. Naturally, it is expected that during shaking amplitudes larger than experienced to date the BRBs and TSDs will alter the frequencies and increase damping percentages. Since the observed differences are small, particularly for the fundamental NS, EW and torsional modes, any plot of variation of the frequencies versus shaking amplitudes would not be useful.

On the other hand, large variations have been found from sets of data from other buildings (e.g. Loma Prieta data sets versus ambient data sets for Pacific Park Plaza in Emeryville, CA [14] and other buildings [15]).

5.0 Discussion of results of frequencies and damping for 8 events

All results determined from the spectral ratios and by system identification are summarized in Table 3. Even when small, the variations of frequencies and damping among different events are evident in the table. Insignificant variations of dynamic characteristics exist between those determined from earthquake and ambient motions. First modal damping percentages are all <1.5%, which is a significant result since normally a 5% damping percentage is used during design. The low damping is most likely the cause of beating effects described earlier. Note that the system identification results are only for the South Napa EQ.

Table 3. Identified dynamic characteristics for e1-e8 (this study) and comparison with previous study with only ambient excitation [1]. \([T=]\) Torsion, \(M1=\) mode 1, \(M2=\) mode2, \(M3=\) mode3. (Note: * Mode 2 for e3 [South Napa EQ] ~1.15 Hz and those from other events are closer, **2.45 Hz for Mode 3 is from system ID for e3 [South Napa EQ].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) This study</th>
<th>Frequencies (Hz) (Period [s]): Obtained for all events (e1-e8) and by system identification for only e3 (South Napa EQ).</th>
<th>Damping (%): Obtained only for e3 (South Napa EQ) and only by system identification (from Table 4).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>EW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>.29 (3.45)</td>
<td>.26-.27 (3.7-3.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2(∗)</td>
<td>.7-.87 (1.15-1.30)</td>
<td>.89 (1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3(∗∗)</td>
<td>2.86 (3.5)</td>
<td>2.45-2.65 (.38-.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) 2014 Study</th>
<th>Frequencies (Hz) (Period [s]): Ambient data only results by spectral analyses and system identification. [1]</th>
<th>Damping (%): Ambient data only results by spectral analyses and system identification. [1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>.29-.30 (3.33)</td>
<td>.27-.28 (3.57-3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>.77-.78 (1.28-1.30)</td>
<td>.86-88 (1.14-1.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>2.83 (3.5)</td>
<td>2.59-2.60 (.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7 - Comparison of 0-5Hz band normalized spectral ratios of amplitude spectra from 62nd level and 1st (P4) level accelerations for (a) NS[CH31/CH37], (c) EW[CH32/CH38] and (e) Torsional [(CH32-CH33)/(CH38-CH6)]. (b), (d) and (f) repeat the same for 0-2Hz frequency band.
6.0 Conclusions and Implications

Study of ambient and earthquake records from 72-channels of an array deployed in a 64-story core shear wall San Francisco building with response modification features indicate that:

1. There are small differences among the frequencies computed from ambient acceleration data compared with those from earthquake acceleration data - even though the earthquake data amplitudes are one or two orders of magnitude larger than the amplitudes of ambient data.

2. Critical damping percentages obtained by system identification using the South Napa EQ data with larger acceleration amplitudes are considerably lower than the 5% prescribed in most of the currently used codes (e.g. International Building Code [16]) and lower than even the procedures recently recommended by the Los Angeles Tall Buildings Design Council [LATBDC] [17] in which the maximum modal damping is recommended as 2.5%. However, it should be mentioned that the LATBDC document indicates that this maximum is an additional modal damping during nonlinear analyses and for primary modes of the tall buildings. The result from the South Napa EQ data set is consistent with results from studies of other tall buildings in California [18] and in Japan during the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku earthquake [19, 20].

3. At low amplitudes of excitation, the response modification features (BRBs and TSDs) do not appear to have altered the response characteristics (e.g. mode shapes, damping percentages and frequencies) of the building. The effectiveness of these modification features should be carefully evaluated from larger amplitude response data obtained during future earthquakes.

4. Average drift ratios computed for the total height of the building as well as at outrigger locations are similar, both in amplitude peaks and phases. They are small; hence no damage is inferred. There are no observable or computed nonlinearities in the behavior and performance of the building.

5. Beating effects are visually observed from the South Napa EQ records obtained by continuous recording. However, the beating periods do not agree with the estimation formula established by previous studies.
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